Tongue twisters

Mittelschule Weixdorf
Tongue twisters - The letters „ch“

- Children chuckle cheerily.
- Charles Dickens has chickens.
- Charlie chooses cheese and cherries.
- Cheerful children chant charming tunes.
- One must not touch the Dutch too much.
- The child watched his teacher and fetched him the chalk.
- Charles and Richard chewed cheese and chewed gum.
- Charles is a cheerful chicken-farmer.
  He chuckles at the chance
  Of a choice chicken to chew for his lunch.
- Mrs Chip is very old, and when she settles down to stitch -
  Unless she uses spectacles - she cannot see which stitch is which.

Tongue twisters - The letter „j“

- Jean, Joan, George and Gerald judged generally.
- Jolly Jack and joyful Jill jumping down the jagged hill.
- John Johnson joined jealous Jenny Jerry making apple-jelly.
- Jane and Jenny in their blue jackets are watching the jaguar in the cage.
- It was a joy for Jack and George, the German boys, to cross the large bridge before entering the village.
Tongue twisters - The letter „r“

• Reading Bells ring rapidly and reeds rustle round rivers.

• Rolling on the roaring river the rowing-raft rolled over.

• As the roaring rocket rose, the restless monsters rollicked.

• Rustle of trees and ripple of rain, roaring of rivers across the plain.

• Richard gave Robin a rap in the ribs for roasting his rabbit so rare.

• Strawberries, raspberries and redcurrants with real cream are really refreshing.

• Richard is in the kitchen fetching some cheese for the children; Rose has two red rulers from her friend in her room.

• Rumbling in the chimneys, rattling at the doors,
  Round the roofs and round the roads the rude wind roars,
  Raging through the darkness, raving through the trees,
  Racing off again across the great, grey seas.

Tongue twisters - The letter „s“

• Seven slick, slimy snakes sliding slowly southward.

• Seventeen slimy slugs in satin sunbonnets sat singing short, sad songs.

• Seventy-seven sea serpents swam hissing across the sea.

• Six silent snakes slithering slowly southward.

• Six silly sisters seil silk to six sickly seniors.

• Six slippery seals slipping silently ashore.

• Sammy Smellie smelt a smell of small-coal:
  Did Sammy Smellie smell a smell of small-coal?
  If Sammy Smellie smelt a smell of small-coal,
  Where's the smell of small-coal Sammy Smellie smelt?
Tongue twisters - The letters „th“

- They threw three thick things.
- Three thrushes thrilled them.
- Three Scotch thistles in the thicket.
- The Catholic author went to the Orthodox cathedral.
- Is this the sixth, the seventh or the eighth?
- The third Thursday of this month is the thirteenth.
- Theodore Thrustle threw thirty-three thimbles into a thicket of thistles.

Tongue twisters - The letters „w“

- Wee Willy Winkie went walking in the wet wood.
- We're washing with warm water.
- The wild wind whipped Whit from the wharf.
- Warm, whispering winds fill woodland waves.